
 

 
 

SUSTAINABLE FARMING INCENTIVE PILOT 
 
On 10th March, Defra published more information about the first phase of the Sustainable Farming 
Incentive (SFI) pilot including payment rates – the first time we have seen an indication of what 
might be offered under the new Environmental Land Management schemes. 
 
The SFI is one of three elements of the planned Environmental Land Management (ELM) scheme 
and the one that is meant to be accessible to most farmers. Farmers who are interested in taking 
part in the pilot need to complete an Expression of Interest and successful candidates will then be 
invited to submit a full application in June with agreements starting in October 2021. 
 
The initial stage will be open to several hundred farmers, who currently receive the Basic Payment 
Scheme and pilot participants will be asked to provide feedback on all aspects of the process.  Land 
entered into the pilot must not be part of an existing agri-environment agreement. 
 
In this first phase, participants will be able to select from an initial set of eight standards on which 
to build their own agreements.  These eight standards are set out below with payment rates 
varying depending on the level of the agreement. 
 

 



 
For the pilot's first phase, payment rates have been set at a broadly equivalent level to rates under 
Countryside Stewardship, but Defra says this is a starting position only and updated payment rates 
for the launch of the Scheme from 2022 are being developed. 
 
The standards for upland elements along with how the scheme could apply to commons are both 
likely to be included in a future phase of the pilot. 
 
The full announcement including more detail about the Standards and payment rates are on the 
following link:   Sustainable Farming Incentive Pilot.   
 
Farmers can submit Expressions of Interest from 15th March and Defra says more details will be 
published before the pilot application window opens in June 2021.   
 

 
 

For more information and if you want help submitting an Expression of Interest, please contact  
 
Veronica Waller 
The Farmer Network Ltd 
Tel:  01524 782797  E mail:  veronica@thefarmernetwork.co.uk 
 
Head office: The Ashness Building, Newton Rigg College, Penrith, CA11 0AH 
Incorporating The Cumbria Farmer Network & The Yorkshire Dales Farmer Network 
www.thefarmernetwork.co.uk 
 
Briefing prepared 12th March 2021 
 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/sustainable-farming-incentive-scheme-pilot-launch-overview/sustainable-farming-incentive-defras-plans-for-piloting-and-launching-the-scheme
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